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Disasters as a phenomenon 
Large scale accidents that significantly affect 

communities, often cause injuries and fatalities and 

generate substantial financial loss. 

Wide media attention-race to offer an explanation. 

Intervention at a political level 

Government agencies have primacy over the scene. 



What are the initial stages 

Dealing with the emergency-rescue, recovery of 

bodies and extinguishing the fire. 

Scene preservation. 

Deciding whether there will be a Public Enquiry. 

Setting up the investigation team. 

 

 



Ease of access to information 

Investigators engaged by the operators of the 

premises on which the accident happened-early 

primary information 

Investigators engaged by parties unconnected with 

the premises on which the accident happened-no 

or very limited primary information 



Investigation strategy 
Obtain a reliable overview of the incident. 

Gain access to primary information-witnesses, 

background information and physical evidence. 

Identify the technical issues. 

Collect physical evidence. 

Acquire scientific and other relevant information to 

support and guide the investigation. 
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Burgoynes Information services 
Four librarians, all of whom are scientifically qualified. 

Paid subscriptions to various scientific, technical, health, 

safety, fire, mechanical and chemical databases. 

Access to Science Direct and countless other pay-per-use or 

free internet resources. 

Individual or corporate memberships of numerous 

organisations. 

Our own in-house Databases. 

Countless hard copy Reference works of our own. 

 

 

 



Examples  

Kings Cross underground fire in 1987 

Mont Blanc Tunnel fire in 1997 

Buncefield explosion in 2005  



Kings Cross fire 

19:30 on 18 November 1987 

Claimed the lives of 31 people and injured 

many more 

Had major impact in changing attitudes to 

fire safety in transport systems world wide. 





Image by courtesy of the HSE 



Competing opinions on interpretation 

of the preliminary evidence 
The flame spread under the escalator shaft 

ceiling into the booking hall fuelled by many 

layers of paint and 

The flame invaded the booking hall from 

within the escalator stairway, fuelled by the 

wooden escalator structure? 



Technical information support 

Enhancement of upward flame spread 

across thick fuels is observed when the 

inclination of the surface is increased above 

15-20o  

 

Markstein, G.H., and Ris, J. (1972).  ‘Upward fire spread over textiles’, 14th Symposium 

(International) on combustion, pp. 1085-1097.  The Combustion Institute, Pittsburgh.   



Mont Blanc tunnel fire 

11:00 on 24 March 1999. 

Spread from the vehicle of origin two emergency 

vehicles, 23 trucks, 10 passenger vehicles and 1 

motorcycle 

Claimed the lives of 39 people 

Caused extensive damage to the tunnel. 













An important issue 

Did the plastic sandwich panel enclosure of 

the insulated trailer contribute significantly 

to the growth of the fire in the early stages? 



Technical information support 
There are no fire standards in existence with which the 

manufacturer of an insulated box for road haulage use 

should comply.  

Eureka-Project EU 499, Firetun a report on full scale fire 

tests carried out by nine European countries and published 

in November 1995.  

Fire tests of packaged and palletised computer products, 

Harry K Hasegawa, Norman, J.Alvares and James 

A.White, Fire Technology, Vol.35 No.4, 1999. 

 





Buncefield explosion 

Appointed by insurers of all commercial 

property outside the depot 
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The explosions and fires 

 06:01 on 11 December 2005 the first of a series of 
explosions occurred at the Buncefield oil storage 
depot. 

The explosion was followed by a major oil fire that 
took several days to extinguish. 

A ground shock estimated to be 2.5 on the Richter 
scale was recorded. 

Damage to property outside the depot and business 
interruption cost in the region of £750m 

 



A very detailed COMAH report did not predict overpressure damage on the 

neighbouring industrial estate resulting from the ignition of a major petrol spillage 



The UKOP South pipeline, a 14 inch diameter pipeline 

from Shell Haven and BP Coryton Refinery via Kingsbury 

with a spur terminating in the BPA Main site. Flow rates 

were also set at Kingsbury. 

Site and general operational information 

obtained by our library staff 



The unleaded petrol transfer 

Pumping started at 18:45 on 10 December. 

Shift changeover at 19:00.  Mr Nash, night shift 

pipeline manager had prepared the planned 

receipt the previous day.  



Independent 

ultimate high level 

switch 

8 vents 

Floating roof 

Servo level 

gauge 



Variation of tank level with time
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Full scale simulation 

of petrol flow pattern 



Cam 2 

T912 



















Shredded trees in Buncefield Lane 



View looking west showing Fuji building –Buncefield Lane and tank depot behind 



View looking east across the Fuji car park  



Information resources support 
Regular monitoring of media output-informed of potentially useful 

witness. 

Researched previous similar incidents world wide-important in 

context of foreseeability. 

Unearthed a scientific paper on an analysis of a previous fuel 

storage explosion in Italy where energy output of the explosion 

related to size of seismic shock. 

Sourced scientific references that confirmed turbulence induced by 

the avenues of trees bounding the terminal could explain the 

unusually high overpressures. 

 

 

 



Natural gas-full obstacles 



Detonation 


